This release is concerned with Service Request 13412 and Error Report 1469.

Service Request 13412

This service request asks that separated employees be de-enrolled from Depcare during EDB Periodic Maintenance to begin the new process month following the achievement of the Separation Date (EDB 0140). For example, an employee who separates on 2/15/97 will be de-enrolled from Depcare deductions during Monthly Maintenance to begin March. However, the de-enrollment should occur only if the Separation Reason (EDB 0141) does not have a value of ‘BA’, Grant/Contract Expiration, or ‘BB’ Appointment Expiration.

To accomplish this, program PPEM140 has been modified.

Error Report 1469

This Error Report notes that, during monthly maintenance to begin a month, before de-enrolling a separated employee from all 403 (b) Plan deductions, the Separation Date must be determined to be earlier than the first of the month date.
This has been done by adding code to PPEM140 to check the Separation Date.

**DB2 Programs**

**PPEM140**

This program has been modified to verify that the Separation Date is earlier than the first of the month date before de-enrolling an employee from any 403 (b) Plan or Depcare deductions. Code has been added to de-enroll an employee from Depcare by changing the deduction ‘G’ balance amount to zero and the Depcare deduction Effective Date to initial values when the Employment Status (EDB 0144) value is ‘S’, the Separation Date is earlier than the first of the month date, and the Separation Reason value is neither ‘BA’ nor ‘BB’.

**Table Updates**

**Routine Definition Table**

The description for routine M140, PPEM140, has been changed to INIT DEDUCTION ON SEPARATION. A transaction to update this table has been made available with the release.

**Installation Instructions**

Installation of this program requires the following steps.

1. Modify, DB2 precompile, compile and link program PPEM140 into the batch loadlib (LOADLIB).
2. Execute and verify the test plan per supplied instructions.
3. Perform any desired additional campus testing.
4. Update the VSAM production Routine Definition Table with the supplied transaction in CARDLIB(RTDPROD) by executing program PPP010.
5. Update the DB2 production Routine Definition Table by executing program PPP851 for table 37.

**Test Plan**

1. **LOADDB.** Load the test EDB.
2. **LOADCTL.** Load the test DB2 CTL.
3. **RUN130.** Run monthly maintenance for 08/01/96 with a purge date of 04/01/96.

The before and after PPP2501 reports (P25011 and P25012 in the REPORTS PDS) show the resulting update. The Gross-to-Net element number for Depcare is 225.

The employees below all had a separation date and were and enrolled in Depcare and 403 (b) Plans before monthly maintenance.
Note that employees 000050026 and 000050033 were not de-enrolled from depcare because of their Separation Reason codes. Employee 000050117 was not de-enrolled because he had not yet achieved his separation date of 8/2/96 at the time of monthly maintenance, 8/1/96.

Campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials, as well as performing any other desired local tests.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is not urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Madelyn.Sano@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0465.

Madelyn Sano

cc: Jim Dolgonas
    Jerry Wilcox